
2023 LS Tractor MT125 Sub-Compact 
Tractor

Read More

SKU:LS-MT125

Price:$14980

Categories:LS Tractors

Product Description

LS MT125 Sub-Compact Tractor
The MT1 Sub-compact incorporates a user-friendly ergonomic design into a robust and quality tractor.  The 
MT1 standard features provide an exceptional operator experience in a variety of applications.

LS MT125 Features - 

4WD (Front Wheel Mechanical Assist)

The MT125-24.7HP Sub-Compact Tractor features 4WD so you can get all your heavy duty pulling with no 
scuff. Go from 2WD to a 4WD with a simple move of a lever.

Dual Pedal, 2 Range HST

Our MT125 model features the highly preferred dual pedal. Easier and more comfortable than rocker pedals and 
smoother switch.

Independent PTO

Easiest PTO to operate that can be turned on or off with a switch.

PTO Selector Switch

Allows you to select the rear-PTO, mid-PTO or both.

Standard Mid PTO

2000 RPM Mid PTO for optional 60” mid-mount mower or 50” front mount snow blower.
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Standard Hydrostatic Power Steering

Ditch the mechanical link—introducing hydrostatic power steering for ultimate flexibility, parts costs, and 
assemble-ability. This feature makes turning easier, improves control and reduces fatigue.

Standard Foldable ROPS

Introducing foldable ROPS for storage allowance in low clearance buildings or sheds.

3-Point Hitch

Category 1 with a hitch lift capacity of 966 lbs. is smooth and responsive.

Ergonomically Designed 3-Point Hitch Controls

Easily accessible for maximum comfort and convenience with hydraulic position control.

Easily Adjust Mowing Height

Adjusting the cutting height for the available 60? mid-mount mower is as easy as turning a dial.

Toolbox

Convenient storage keeps tools handy.

Yanmar Tier 4 Engine and Easy Open Hood

Tier 4 engine that provides reliable power and performance. Includes an Easy Open Hood for quick accessibility 
for easy maintenance.

Modern Ergonomic Design

This small chassis compact is ergonomically designed and stylish.

Comfortable High Back Seat

A supportive and comfortable seat reduces fatigue and reverses position for backhoe use.


